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1. INTRODUCTION

The practical implementation of analog fault detection and
diagnosis is a matter of importance, and many researchers
are nowadays working on it. In recent papers, a technique
for doing single-fault diagnosis in linear analog circuits was
developed [1–3]. This technique presents several nice prop-
erties.

(i) It shows that fault diagnosis can theoretically be done
with only two measurements (corresponding to two
circuit variables) at a single frequency, in case where
there are not any ambiguity sets in the circuit.

(ii) It allows to build fault dictionaries (FDs) where only
one complex vector is needed to be stored for each cir-
cuit parameter and each test frequency.

(iii) In theory, a sufficient FD can be built with information
gathered only at one single frequency.

(iv) The technique indicates how to reduce (if possible) the
number of test points to a minimum of two. This is an
important issue for industry application.

However, the technique has also several drawbacks:

(i) it applies only to linear circuits;
(ii) it applies only to single faults;

(iii) all the circuit parameters, except the faulty one, must
have their nominal values.

This last disadvantage is the most important. In fact, in
real circuits all parameters are subject to fluctuations due to
the manufacturing process and aging, for instance, and there
is a tolerance range where the real value of the component is.

Here, the application of the diagnosis technique to cir-
cuits where the components, such as resistors, capacitors, and
amplifier gains, have random values located in a specified tol-
erance interval is reported. The study relies on simulations,
and thus the effect of some real sources of errors (e.g., impre-
cision in the measurements) is not accounted for.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next two sec-
tions, we report briefly on relevant published results and
present the theoretical support of the technique. Then, the
procedure which tackles the tolerances and the tools devel-
oped for its implementation are presented. Finally, results
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on the fault diagnosis of an active filter are reported and the
practical applicability of the technique is discussed.

2. PREVIOUS WORK AND STATE-OF-THE-ART

The problem of practical single-fault diagnosis under the as-
sumption of element tolerances is addressed in this paper.
Under the hypothesis of “exact” parameter values it was
shown before [1, 4] that two measurements, at a single fre-
quency, done at two different test points properly chosen,
could be sufficient to diagnose any fault. The necessary con-
ditions and an algorithm for selecting the test points were
presented.

In [3] a set of tools developed for evaluating the tech-
nique under the above “ideal” case was presented and its ap-
plication was reported. In the present paper, we give an ac-
count of an extended set of tools that can cope with the exis-
tence of tolerances in the components, the “real” case.

In terms of fault diagnosis’ techniques taxonomy [5], this
one can be classified as a simulation-before-test (SBT) ap-
proach since the information for diagnosis is stored before the
circuit is tested. It can also be classified as a fault-dictionary
technique, as one set of vectors (T-vectors), independent of
the fault value, is recorded before the test and is used in diag-
nosis.

The fault diagnosis problem has been addressed under
many perspectives and according to several goals (e.g., fault
detection or fault diagnosis) and problem formulation (e.g.,
single or multifrequency diagnosis, circuit parameters with
or without tolerance, all or only some circuit variables avail-
able for measurement), not to mention the diversity of cir-
cuits themselves: linear, nonlinear, resistive, dynamic, analog,
and mixed (or analog-digital). Recall that fault diagnosis in
digital circuits is a mature discipline (see, e.g., [6–8]), quite
self-contained, and independent of analog-fault diagnosis.

The problem of defining conditions under which a cir-
cuit is diagnosable has had many answers. When all the el-
ement values must be calculated (i.e., when multiple faults
are allowed), usually several test points and test frequencies
must be used. Seminal compilations of works on this issue
are [9–13], and many more contributions are spread through
circuits and systems journals and conference proceedings.

Some researchers tackled the fault-diagnosis problem in
electronic circuits by using artificial intelligence (AI) tech-
niques. For instance, [14] presents a matured methodol-
ogy for model-based diagnosis of analog circuits using the
constraint-logic programming approach. The modeling of
the diagnosed circuit is generalized to arbitrary analog cir-
cuits consisting of linear elements (nonlinear circuits, such as
diodes and operational amplifiers with output saturation, are
included in the approach by doing the piecewise lineariza-
tion of their characteristics). Both hard and parametric faults
are considered in the diagnostic process. Fault situations with
multiple-hard and single parametric faults can be diagnosed.
An example, a 4-stage, eighth order, bandpass filter illustrates
the approach.

The work from [15] is also based on AI. The detection
and location of faults in analog circuits are done by checking
that the measurements are consistent with the circuit func-

tion. The representation of information (component behav-
ior and structure of the circuit) is unique (according to the
authors) and accommodates the imprecise nature of analog
circuits. A model of the circuit is formed from the constraints
imposed by the behavior of the components and the inter-
connections. The values of the parameters within the cir-
cuit are deduced by propagating the effects of measurements
through this model. Faults are implied from the detection of
inconsistencies, and located by tentatively suspending con-
straints within the model.

In [16], is presented a quite original approach to circuit
fault diagnosis of nonlinear electronic circuits. It consists in a
branch-fault location (as opposed to node fault location) ap-
proach which requires a single excitation source at one test
frequency. Branch diagnosis equations are constructed by
modulating the bias of nonlinear devices in the network. The
constraints on the bias equations and test frequency are ad-
dressed for a general network where q network elements are
modulated or q bias transitions are used. A network element
whose value is varied externally (i.e., by test equipment) is
defined as a modulated element. The proposed technique has
been applied to several examples consisting, mainly, in cas-
cade amplifiers with bipolar transistors.

We now review some recent work relevant to the present
article.

In [17], the selection of test nodes has been studied ex-
tensively and efficient techniques, called inclusion methods
and exclusion methods, were proposed. The order of com-
putation of the methods depends linearly on the number of
test nodes. It is also proportional to f log f where “ f ” is
the number of faults. The concept of “minimal set of test
nodes”, a novelty in analog circuit fault diagnosis, was de-
fined. Polynomial time algorithms were proposed for the first
time to generate such sets. Note that the faults considered in
the study were hard or catastrophic faults (shorts or opens),
while our method, based on the “T-vectors”, is appropriate
for both hard and soft (or parametric) faults.

In [18], an efficient method to select an optimum set of
test points for dictionary techniques in analog fault diagno-
sis was proposed. It is based on searching for the minimum
of the entropy index attained with the available test points.
The test point with the minimum entropy index is selected
to construct the optimum set of test points. The method is
polynomial bounded in terms of computational cost. The
frequency used was 1000 Hz (note: we can use any number
of test frequencies in our work). The faults under study were
also catastrophic; in fact, they were the same used in [17].

In [19], were presented symbolic techniques for the se-
lection of test frequencies in multifrequency parametric fault
diagnosis of analog linear circuits. The proposed approach
was based on the evaluation of the condition number and
the norm of a sensitivity matrix of the circuit under test. The
initial set of frequencies, from where the test frequencies were
chosen, had values separated by octaves (heuristic choice).

3. FAULT SIMULATION EQUATIONS

The theoretical results in this work are a by-product of
the technique used to assemble the equations that simulate
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the circuit with a single fault. This technique was coined
FARUBS (from “Fault Rubber Stamps”) in [20], and has been
used to build efficient fault simulators for nonlinear DC cir-
cuits [21, 22], for linear dynamic circuits in the time domain
[23, 24] and for linear dynamic circuits in the frequency do-
main [25]. We briefly review the technique here, as it is the
base for the diagnosis method discussed in the present work.

The circuit equations, which are assembled using modi-
fied nodal analysis (MNA) according to the “rubber stamps”
methodology [26], are written as

Mx = b. (1)

In most simulators, (including those we have developed) this
linear system of equations is solved with triangular decom-
position (or “LU decomposition”) of the circuit matrix M;
that is, after calculating a lower triangular matrix L and an
upper triangular matrix U such that

M = LU, (2)

then two triangular systems of equations are solved:

Ly = b (to get y),

Ux = y.
(3)

The solution, x, consists of the node voltages and some cur-
rents in the circuit.

To simulate single faults, it was developed a fault-
injection technique that reuses the above M matrix and joins
to it an additional line � (representing a scalar equation) and
an extra column c (corresponding to an extra variable φ, the
fault variable). These additional line and column are placed
in the bottom and in the right position, respectively, in the
matrix of the faulty circuit, which is

[
M c
� α

][
x f

φ

]
=
[

b
0

]
, (4)

where α is a scalar that depends on the fault value. Note that
the dimension of the faulty circuit matrix is equal to that of
M plus one.

As M was already factorized during the simulation of the
nominal circuit, and due to the special location of � and c in
the faulty matrix, the LU factorization of the faulty system is

[
L 0
p χ

][
U q
0 1

][
x f

φ

]
=
[

b
0

]
. (5)

Thus, only the vectors p and q and the scalar χ have to be cal-
culated (or factorized), and two triangular systems have to
be solved, to get the solution x f of each faulty circuit. This
approach is much faster to accomplish than doing the factor-
ization of the complete faulty circuit matrix, and it allowed
the authors to simulate faults efficiently in quite a variety of
circuit types and analysis domains (nonlinear DC circuits,
linear circuits in the time domain and in the frequency do-
main) [21, 23, 25].

# DIAGNOSIS ALGORITHM

#

# Given T-vectors, the nominal circuit

# output and the faulty circuit output

# Calculates coefficients of variation

# for each element. The suffix ‘r’

# refers to ‘real’ and the suffix ‘i’

# refers to ‘imaginary’

foreach test frequency f

foreach element e

foreach diagnosis variable v

calculates phi(v)=delta(v)/t(v)

end

calculates av_phi_r(f,e),av_phi_i(f,e)

calculates std_phi_r(f,e), std_phi_i(f,e)

calculates

cv_phi_r(f,e)=std_phi_r(f,e)/av_phi_r(f,e)

calculates

cv_phi_i(f,e)=std_phi_i(f,e)/av_phi_i(f,e)

calculates

cv_phi(f,e)=|cv_phi_r(f,e)|+|cv_phi_i(f,e)|

end

end

# Gets cumulative coefficients of variation

# for each element(integrates in test frequency)

foreach element e

sumCV(e)=0

foreach test frequency f

sumCV(e)+=cv_phi(f,e)

end

end

# Cumulative coefficients of variation sorted

foreach element e

print sumCV.sorted

Figure 1

3.1. Mathematical results on testability and diagnosis

We now proceed with the development of the diagnosis equa-
tions, which are based on those previously presented.

Equation (4) can be recast as

Mx f + cφ = b,

�x f + αφ = 0.
(6)

From (1) it is known that b = Mx. Thus,

Mx f + cφ = Mx,

M
(

x− x f
) = cφ,

x− x f =
(

M−1c
)
φ,

δx =
(

M−1c
)
φ.

(7)

The difference between the nominal and the faulty solutions,
δx = x − x f , is a very important quantity in the diagnosis
technique.
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OK: file sizes are equal! 47 47

FREQS:

100.0 :: 316.227766016838 :: 1000.0 ::

3162.27766016838 :: 10000.0

VARS:

1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # VE # EK

### Phi Vectors ### <<Phi(R3) and Phi(R2)>>

.................

Frequency 1000.0

.................

Element R3

NaN

6.99580550958382e-005+6.20248991084592e-005i

6.70606691758615e-005+6.08430836547017e-005i

6.70606691758613e-005+6.08430836547016e-005i

6.99580550958388e-005+6.20248991084595e-005i

6.97232581572351e-005+6.35018149548326e-005i

Average real = 6.8752141340127e-005

Average imag = 6.18475560962309e-005

StDev real = 3.0941363916074e-006

StDev imag = 5.48714590589808e-007

CoefVar = 0.0538762681908556

Element R2 <<NOTE EQUAL COMPONENTS OF Phi(R2)>>

NaN

0.00022015845533617+2.68568737830714e-005i

0.00022015845533617+2.68568737830715e-005i

0.000220158455336169+2.68568737830715e-005i

0.00022015845533617+2.68568737830715e-005i

0.000220158455336169+2.68568737830715e-005i

Average real = 0.00022015845533617

Average imag = 2.68568737830715e-005

StDev real = 9.72765620492388e-019

StDev imag = 1.62489092389066e-020

CoefVar = 5.02349813427531e-015

R2: FAULT DETECTED AT FREQUENCY 1000.0 WITH 5 VARS

.................

##### CoefVars Sorted #####

5.02349813427531e-015 R2 1000.0

1.22410483912364e-013 R2 316.227766016838

2.48632314663702e-013 R2 100.0

2.88584372227596e-013 R2 3162.27766016838

4.66725805913812e-012 R2 10000.0

0.0400848838576815 EK 1000.0

0.0534377155424465 C1 1000.0

0.0538762681908556 R3 1000.0

0.0606496874624565 C2 1000.0

0.230260703063673 R1 1000.0

0.39519074837353 EK 316.227766016838

..................

##### Cumulative Coefficients Sorted #####

R2 5.33190872807606e-012 <= FAULTY ELEMENT

R3 9.04248096927732

C2 9.1873349235148

C1 13.2305723964512

EK 34.1657723496047

R1 103.5795315601

Figure 2

φ is a complex scalar and M−1c is a complex column vec-
tor. We name it the testability vector, or T-vector, t:

t = M−1c. (8)

The testability vector is clearly associated to a specific circuit
element. Recall that the connectivity vector c is used to insert

the fault effect in the correct lines of the matrix. It contains
the information about the position of the faulty element.

Finally, we can state that

δx = φt, (9)

that is, the difference vector δx is related to the testability
vector t through a multiplication by a complex scalar. This
scalar, φ, is the fault variable (see (4)).

Recall that the equations are written in the complex do-
main. Multiplication of one complex vector by a complex
scalar, say by w = Aejθ , corresponds to rotate by an angle θ,
and magnify by a quantity A all the complex (scalar) ele-
ments belonging to the vector. Thus, the relation between t
and δx is such that all the element-wise divisions of the cor-
responding elements of these vectors are equal to φ.

This fundamental observation is the basis of the diagno-
sis technique. To diagnose a circuit, given a circuit measure-
ment taken at a known test frequency, ωk, we calculate δx
and test it against all the T-vectors calculated at the same ωk
by performing the element-wise division of the vectors. The
faulty element is the one corresponding to a T-vector where
those divisions lead to the same value (or approximate val-
ues, as we will discuss in Section 4).

An example, with four variables, is shown in Figure 4. In
this case, φ = 1e j90◦ ; thus all dxk ≡ δxk elements from δx are
obtained from the tk elements by performing a rotation of
90◦ and without magnifying the amplitudes (as |φ| = 1).

It is important to remember that all the equations de-
veloped so far assume a test frequency ωk; for each test fre-
quency new systems of equations (nominal and faulty) must
be assembled and solved and, of course, the T-vectors also
depend on the test frequency. A fault dictionary is assembled
with the knowledge of the nominal circuit, the test frequen-
cies, and the test variables (or observed variables).

4. THE DIAGNOSIS TOOLS

The set of tools developed for implementing the tech-
nique comprises several modules implemented in Ruby
(http://www.ruby-lang.org/en):

(i) a custom, Spice-like, AC simulator: Bode diagrams are
plotted with gnuplot (http://www.gnuplot.info) (an
example is in Figure 6); the simulator optionally gen-
erates the T-vectors (option .tcalc);

(ii) a tool for detecting ambiguity sets in the circuit;
(iii) a tool for diagnosing faults;
(iv) a generator of random faulty circuits;
(v) several short scripts for gluing the above tools, plot-

ting, doing batch simulations, and so on.

The detection of ambiguity was discussed in [3]. The pre-
sentation here is focusing instead on the fault-diagnosis pro-
cedures.

We begin by showing an example of diagnosis in the ideal
case (a circuit having one faulty element, but where the re-
maining elements have their nominal values). Only after this
preliminary example, the tolerance issue will be addressed.

It should be taken in mind that the final purpose of the
experiments reported here is to gather data on how well

http://www.ruby-lang.org/en
http://www.gnuplot.info
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...................

### Phi Vectors ###

...................

Frequency 1000.0

...................

Element R3

NaN

4.11025876252038e-005+6.20529208644854e-005i

3.85275153793496e-005+6.09314693410627e-005i

3.72375111722833e-005+6.04160597588955e-005i

4.20532432359983e-005+6.22680832755847e-005i

4.09610982177306e-005+6.3261739896268e-005i

Average real = 3.99763911261131e-005

Average imag = 6.17860546272593e-005

StDev real = 4.01895330008084e-006

StDev imag = 5.63938060111311e-007

coefVar = 0.109660440302241

Element R2

NaN

0.000163854504268449+6.57866075980587e-005i

0.000163217132362275+6.7381867889833e-005i

0.000159908292471298+6.8175220615005e-005i

0.000166000579325496+6.49259686482508e-005i

0.000164674557652282+6.55528845794772e-005i

Average real = 0.00016353101321596

Average imag = 6.63645098661249e-005

StDev real = 4.55342990419006e-006

StDev imag = 6.78960521560267e-007

coefVar = 0.038075219866987

.....................

##### CoefVars Sorted #####

0.038075219866987 R2 1000.0

0.0645184732681056 EK 1000.0

0.0693721726727367 C1 1000.0

0.109660440302241 R3 1000.0

0.143770473187838 R1 1000.0

0.173011441710792 C2 1000.0

0.577863242399773 R2 316.227766016838

0.652429840632239 R2 100.0

0.7933705619231 EK 316.227766016838

1.82429463961435 C1 316.227766016838

......................

##### Cumulative Coefficients Sorted #####

R2 7.30067145232321

EK 9.64772701427247

C1 10.3314117573221

R3 13.7108644868272

C2 14.5143391019754

R1 21.8407476144575

Figure 3

parametric faults of several strengths are correctly diagnosed
in circuits with elements subject to tolerances (the “real”,
practical, case). This will provide data about the robustness
of the technique. The “ideal” fault diagnosis example has the
objective of introducing the main ideas, and paves the way
for the “real” fault diagnosis with tolerances presented after-
wards.

4.1. Fault diagnosis with nominal component values

For diagnosing a fault there are available the nominal solu-
tion and the T-vectors, both calculated at the selected test

t1

t2

t3

t4

dx1

dx2

dx3

dx4

Figure 4: Relation between the difference of the nominal and the
faulty solutions and the t vector. Note that all dxk ≡ δxk elements
from δx are obtained from the tk elements by a magnification factor
of 1 and a rotation of 90◦, that is, δx = 1e j90◦ t and, thus, φ = 1e j90◦ .

Ie

Va
R1

Vb

E
+
−

C2

C1 R3

R2

K
Io

VoVc

Figure 5: Sallen-Key bandpass section.

frequencies. The faulty circuit is simulated (this emulates the
process of performing measurements in a real faulty circuit)
and the output (i.e., the solution) is collected. The φ̂ vectors
are calculated from this data. (It should not be any confu-
sion between φ, the scalar in the equations, and the vector
φ̂, whose elements are φk, which is calculated in the practical
application of the technique. In the ideal circuit case, these
φk are all equal and are also equal to φ when the T-vector
corresponds to the faulty element; but in the real case, due
to the tolerances, the φk are different among them and differ-
ent from φ even when the T-vector corresponds to the faulty
element.)

The diagnosis tool implements the algorithm described,
in pseudocode, below. For each test frequency it calculates φ̂
for each possible faulty element (i.e., evaluates the compo-
nents φk = δxk /tk of φ̂, corresponding to the element-wise
ratio defined by (9)) and also computes the average (av phi),
standard deviation (std phi), and coefficient of variation
(cv phi) of the real and of the imaginary parts of the elements
φ(v) of φ̂. Then, by summing those coefficients of variation
for all the test frequencies, the cumulative coefficients of vari-
ation for each element (sumCV(e)) are calculated and sorted:
the lowest one indicates the diagnosed faulty element.

Parametric faults corresponding to ±5 times the allowed
tolerance for the component are injected in the nominal cir-
cuit.

In this example it was inserted a specific fault in R2 in
the Sallen-Key bandpass filter (Figure 5). For simplicity we
assume here that all circuit variables are measured.

When the circuit parameters are nominal except the
faulty one (the “ideal” faulty circuit case), φ̂ has its compo-
nents, φ v = δ v/t v, all equal, at each frequency, only when
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Figure 6: Bode magnitude plot of the Sallen-Key bandpass filter
from Section 4, calculated with the custom AC simulator and plot-
ted with gnuplot.

“probing” the faulty element (i.e., when the T-vector in the
division corresponds to it).

The coefficients of variation are ideally zero when prob-
ing the faulty element and not zero in the other cases. This
is illustrated below (the complete output is truncated, and
some comments were inserted in the listing): the cumulative
coefficient of variation of R2, 5.33× 10−12, is not zero due to
rounding errors, but R2 is correctly diagnosed as faulty.

The tool uses the database of T-vectors (fault dictionary),
created when simulating the nominal circuit, and the simu-
lation output file of the faulty circuit (which simulates the
measurements).

The above report from the tool has the following infor-
mation:

(i) the simulation frequencies;
(ii) a list with the circuit variables, where numbers are

node voltages and VE and EK refer to the currents
in the input source (VE) and in the controlled source
(EK);

(iii) a list of the φk = δxk /tk for each circuit parameter, here
shown only for R3 and R2 at 1000 Hz;

(iv) the first value, φ1 = δx1 /t1 = NaN (means “not a num-
ber”), corresponds to node 1, which is forced by the
input source. Obviously this node is useless for diag-
nosis.

4.2. Diagnosis with circuit parameters
subject to tolerance

When the parameters are subject to tolerance, there is not a
“zero” cumulative coefficient of variation for the faulty ele-
ment. We can expect, however, that the minimum cumula-
tive coefficient corresponds to the faulty element.

The output below shows the results for a random circuit
where the resistors have 1%, and the capacitors and the am-
plifier gain have 2% tolerance. The inserted fault was also
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Figure 7: Percentage of fault detection for tolerances tolR = 1,
tolC = 1, and tolVCVS = 1 percent (data from Table 1).

in R2. Notice that the components of φ̂, for R2, are not all
equal, as in the ideal case, although they show approximate
values. However, the cumulative coefficient of variation is
minimum for R2 (although quite different from zero), which
corresponds to a correct diagnosis.

5. ROBUSTNESS OF THE TECHNIQUE

A large set of experiments was conducted to check the ro-
bustness of the diagnosis tool under the effect of toler-
ances. Larger circuits are being investigated, but here we only
present the results obtained from the Sallen-Key bandpass fil-
ter. The parameters of the experiment are the following.

(i) The circuit under diagnosis is shown in Figure 5. There
are 6 parameters (R1, R2, R3, C1, C2, and K) to be di-
agnosed in this circuit. This means that diagnosis “by
chance” has 1/6 = 16.7% probability of being correct
(this value is the bottom line for comparing the values
in Tables 1 and 2 and in Figures 7 and 8).

(ii) Six test frequencies are used, spanning (in a logarith-
mic scale) from 500 Hz to 5 KHz.

(iii) Each percentage of diagnosis, shown in Tables 1 and
2 and in Figures 7 and 8, was calculated from a sam-
ple of 500 circuits randomly generated (this means that
10000 circuits were simulated and diagnosed to gather
the data).

(iv) Tables 1 and 2 are plotted in Figures 7 and 8. Although
the information conveyed by them is the same, we feel
that both representations are useful.

(v) It takes 0.36 seconds to generate, simulate, and diag-
nose one circuit sample.

The multiplier coefficient, MulCoef, defines the strength
of the fault. The fault injected randomly is calculated as PF =
P0 × (1 ± MulCoef × tolP), where P0 is the nominal value,
PF is the faulty value, and tolP is the tolerance assigned to
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Figure 8: Percentage of fault detection for tolerances tolR = 1,
tolC = 2, and tolVCVS = 2 percent (data from Table 2).

Table 1: Percentage of fault detection for tolerances tolR = 1%,
tolC = 1%, and tolVCVS = 1%.

MulCoef Larger Smaller

2 30.5 34.2

5 44.2 54.8

10 55.4 63.2

20 65 79

40 75 91.8

Table 2: Percentage of fault detection for tolerances tolR = 1%,
tolC = 2%, and tolVCVS = 2%.

MulCoef Larger Smaller

2 32.4 33.6

5 47.8 49.2

10 62 72.8

20 65 79

40 78 86.2

the circuit element subject to the fault. The “+” signal in the
definition of PF leads to the column labeled larger; the “−”
signal leads to the column labeled smaller.

5.1. Analysis of the results

There are some conclusions to be drawn from the analysis of
Tables 1 and 2 (or from Figures 7 and 8).

First, there is a strong increase in the percentage of cor-
rect diagnosis when the strength of the fault increases. This
is expected because with “harder” faults the solution of the
faulty circuit goes away from the region of an “acceptable”
value explained by the tolerances.

Second, for equal fault strength, the fault corresponding
to a value smaller than the nominal is detected correctly more
often than that corresponding to a value larger than the nom-
inal. This can be seen in Figures 7 and 8 because the darker

bars in the back of the plot, corresponding to the smaller fault
values, are always taller than those in the front. We could not
find a reasonable explanation for this observation.

Two sets of tolerances were studied (in one case, 1% for
all components; in the other case, 2% for capacitors and for
amplifier gains). A comparison between the corresponding
plots does not reveal significant trends among them.

Finally, and recalling that diagnosing by chance in this
example has an expected success rate of 1/6 = 16.7%, we
can guess that the diagnosis of “light” faults is not robust
by comparing the percentages in the first line in the tables,
corresponding to MulCoef = 2, with 16.7%; these faults are
almost inside the tolerance region.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper are presented the first diagnosis results with prac-
tical meaning obtained with a tool built on top of a novel fault
diagnosis technique which has been developed in the last few
years.

It were presented an introduction and a review of the cur-
rent state-of-the art on the subject of fault diagnosis, and the
mathematical principles supporting the technique. Then, an
extensive set of fault diagnosis results based on a Sallen-Key
bandpass section was reported. It was seen that, when spec-
ifying common tolerance values, the likelihood of a correct
diagnosis went from about 30% in the case where the fault
was twice the maximum allowed tolerance (“light” fault) to
about 80%–90% when the fault was 40 times that limit (al-
most an “hard” fault).

There are other issues of practical importance to be re-
searched in the near future: the reduction on the number of
diagnosis variables; the selection of effective test frequencies;
the observation of the variation of the percentage of correct
diagnosis with the type of the faulty element; the collection
of statistics on the rank of the coefficients of variation of the
faulty element (when it is not the first, is it the second, the
third . . .?); and, obviously, the application of the technique
to more complex circuits.
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